Floor Resolution #9 – Resolution of Support and Recognition for Leslie Miller

WHEREAS, Leslie Miller was a retired Flight Attendant from Horizon Air with over 14 years as an active member in good standing of the Association of Flight Attendants-CWA; and,

WHEREAS, during her career at Horizon Air, Leslie always played an active role in her union, volunteering countless personal hours to improve the work lives of her fellow flight attendants, first as MEC Scheduling Chair where she helped guide our members into a new era of electronic real time trip trading, and later through her elected roles as an MEC Vice-President and MEC President which included her very active role negotiating an industry-leading regional airline contract; and,

WHEREAS, Leslie had been fighting a very difficult illness, and this morning, April 29, 2015, lost her long battle, and left us;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, on this second day of our 43rd Annual Board of Directors Meeting, the Association of Flight Attendants-CWA recognizes Leslie Miller for her extraordinary contributions to our union at both the Horizon Air and AFA-CWA national levels; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that on behalf of all Horizon Air Flight Attendants, we thank Leslie and her family for her many years of service. Her selfless dedication, dry sense of humor, objective reasoning and beautiful personality will be missed.

Adopted Unanimously by the Board of Directors, April 29, 2015